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Breakdown From Rising Wedge Likely
INTRADAY SUPPORT LEVELS
S1: 40,688
S2: 40,449
S3: 40,070
INTRADAY RESISTANCE LEVELS
R1: 41,070
R2: 41,306
R3: 41,497

The benchmark KSE slid 1.06% yesterday towards the lower boundary of rising wedge pattern which has
been worrying me recently. Expect pressure building towards 40,688 and 40,070 levels with nearby
resistance levels placed around 41,070 and 41,306 levels.
Trading Picks Include PSO, HUMNL, NRL, FFC & EFERT
General Outlook: According to our preferred Elliott wave count, the index is striding in the fifth primary degree wave possibly scoping for 42,159 level which may stretch beyond 45,000 level. Any minute
correction would seek support between 37,432 and 34,511 levels. It is advised to keep enough liquidity
to accumulate positions on such correction. Preferred sectors include banks, oil & gas, utilities and textiles.
13-day Leaders: PMPK, HASCOL, SNGP, APL, NESTLE, GHGL, CSAP, JDWS, BOP & COLG
13-day Laggards: MUREB, OLPL, KOHC, SRVI, BWCL, NATF, FATIMA, FEROZ, PTC & ISL
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